Joystick
Switch on the electric system
using the on/off button on the
joystick.
The battery indicator is now
shown on the display. Charge the
wheelchair when the indicator
reaches the red bars.
The three drive modes can be
seen at the bottom of the display:
- 1 is manoeuvring
- 2 is indoor
- 3 is outdoor.
Each drive mode has five speed
steps. The speed in km/h is
displayed above the five speed
steps (max 6km/h).

Profile switches between drive
modes 1 to 3.
Press Mode to switch between
driving and seat and back
adjustment. Use the up-down
movement of the joystick to
control the tilt-in-space function.
Switch between the tilt-in-space
and recline function by moving
the joystick right or left.

Charging
Charge Cruise Power using the
included charger. Connect the
charger to the wall socket and
to the port on the back of the
joystick. A full charge can take
up to six hours.
When charging the functions of
the wheelchair cannot be
operated. Make sure to charge
Cruise Power when receiving it.
Please notice that Cruise Power
is still manoeuvrable despite flat
battery.
Daily maintenance
Clean the frame, seat and arm
rests using water and a regular
cleaning agent.

Seat and joystick can be
disinfected using ethanol
70-85% or a chlorine product of
min. 1000 ppm and max. 10000
ppm.
Cruise Power is washable in a
cabinet washer. Remove all
electrical components before
wash.

When the back and seat are tilted
into an unstable function, speed
options are restricted. This is
indicated by an orange or red
turtle being displayed.
Brakes
The brake of Cobi Cruise Power is
integrated into the motor. This
makes the wheelchair stops when
the joystick is disengaged.

The joystick contains:
- On/off button
- Horn

QUICK GUIDE

Cobi Cruise Power bariatric comfort Wheelchair
Guide to transfer, electrical functions, and charging.

From bed to wheelchair
1. Swing footrests to the sides.
2. Adjust the seat angle to the
needs of the user.
3. User sits down in the wheelchair.
4. Adjust the hip angle via the
controller.
5. Swing back the footrests.
From bed to wheelchair –
dependent user.
1. Swing footrests to the sides.
2. Adjust the seat angle to the
needs of the user.
3. Adjust the hip angle via the
controller.
4. Tilt the wheelchair backwards.
5. Slide back one arm rest.
6. Lift user sideways into the chair.
7. Swing back footrests and slide
back arm rest.

Adjusting the back modules
Make sure to assess the need of
extra filling in the nine back
modules when user is placed in
the wheelchair.
The back modules are finetuned with the help of the FitGo
adjusting knobs located on the
back plates.
The adjusting knob is activated
when pressed. Loosen it by
pulling back. This releases the
cord pull.
Other possible adjustments
The handlebar is adjustable,
using a click system.
Leg rests are adjustable in both
height and position. They also
have a swing away function.

The angle of the foot plate, the
angle of the leg rest and the
angle of the calf plate can be
adjusted without tools.

- Display showing the
battery capacity,
time, speed, and drive
mode
- Mode og Profile buttons
- Twin button for
controlling speed.
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